A study is made of the combinatorial properties of the dichromatic polynomials of graphs, especially those properties theoretically applicable to the recursive calculation of the polynomials. The dichromatic polynomials of the complete graphs are determined and a contribution is made to the theory of chromatic roots.
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite graph, and let V and E be its sets of vertices and edges, respectively. We denote the number of its components by po(G). We write also r(G) = I Ef -I g l + po(G), (1) e(G) = 1 v J -po(~), (2) where ] E [, for example, denotes the number of members of E. We refer to r(G) and ~(G) as the cycle-rank and coboundary-rank of G, respectively. Suppose S __ E. We write G : S for the subgraph of G whose vertices are the members of V and whose edges are the members of S. We call it the spanning subgraph of G with edge-set S. The reduction of G to S, denoted by G 9 S, is the subgraph of G defined by the edges of S and their incident vertices.
We note that G : S differs from G 9 S only by the adjunction of some isolated vertices. Hence TUTTE r(G: S) = r(C. S), 0(C: S) = 0(~ 9 S),
by (1) and (2) . Let x and y be independent indeterminates (over the ring of integers). We write Q(G; x, y) : ~ x po~G:sJ yrIG:s).
S=_E
We call Q(G; x, y) the dichromatic polynomial of G. It occurs frequently in connection with coloring problems. Our object in this paper is the investigation of its combinatorial properties. It is sometimes convenient to replace it by the rank-polynomial R(G; t, z) of G, defined as follows:
R(G; t, z) : ~ t ~ z rr .

Sc_E
By (1), (2) , and (3) the two polynomials are related in the following way:
(')
Q(G; x, y) = xlVIR G; x Y
The polynomial R(G; t, z) has the constant term l, corresponding to the null subset of E. For any S _~ E we have 0(6 9 s) + r(a 9 s) = I s I, by (1) and (2) . Hence the contribution of S to R(G; t, z) involves a positive power of t or z if and only if S is non-null. We may also express these results by saying that Q(G; x, y) is of degree I V] in x, and that its leading term as a polynomial in x has coefficient 1.
COLORINGS OF G.
Let I~, where n is a positive integer, denote the set of integers from 1 to n. Let F,~ denote the class of all mappings of V into L~-For each f ~ F, let ~o(f) denote the number off-monochromatic edges of G, that is edges for which both ends are mapped by f onto the same integer. If ~0(f)= 0 we say that f is an n-coloring of G.
Suppose S _c E andfe Fn 9 We say that fand S are associated with one another if each edge of S is f-monochromatic.
The following theorem occurs in [3] . We reproduce the proof here for the sake of completeness.
Let x be an indeterminate. Then
n )
where S(f) runs through the class of subsets of E associated with f,
where f(S) runs through the class of members of Fn associated with S,
by (1) and (2),
Q( n
_)
= (x--1) wl G; x 1' x 1 .
Let P(G, n) denote the number of n-colorings of G. By equating zero powers of x in (7) we obtain
This is equivalent to a formula of Whitney [5] .
If we put n = 1 in (7), and write x q-1 for x we obtain the identity
But this is easy to obtain directly from (4).
PARTITIONS
Let P be a partition of V into disjoint non-null subsets called the parts of P. We write m(P) for the number of parts, and e(P) for the number of edges of G having both ends in the same part of P.
We say that a mappingf ~ F~ is assoeiatedwith P if it maps two vertices onto the same integer when and only when they belong to the same part of P. The number of mappings f associated with P is clearly
We denote this product by n~,~(~), and extend the notation to the case in which n is not an integer.
We deduce from (7) that
x--l,X--1 9
Then, by (10), we have
P Now (10) is a polynomial identity in n and the indeterminate x valid for all positive integral values of n. Hence we may regard (12) as a valid polynomial identity in two indeterminates t and z.
If W is a subset of V we write E(W) for the set of all edges of G having both ends in W. We write G(W) for the subgraph of G determined by the vertices of W and the edges of E(W). We describe G(W) as a vertexgenerated subgraph of G.
We now introduce ] V[ new independent indeterminates, in 1-1 correspondence with the vertices of G. We refer to them as the vertex-indeterminates. If W is any set of vertices of G we write < W> for the product of the corresponding vertex-indeterminates, and we take < W> as unity when W is null. We introduce also an operator L which, applied to any polynomial or power series in the vertex-indeterminates, selects those terms in which no vertex-indeterminate appears to a power higher than the first.
We can now rewrite (12) as
W=_V
This formula makes evident the identity
where W denotes the complement of W in V. It is easy to derive this formula from (7) when s and t are positive integers. 
RECURSION FORMULAE
If A is an edge of G we write GA' for the graph obtained from G by deleting A. Thus aA' = G:(e-{A}).
We write GA r' for the graph obtained from Ga' by identifying the two ends of A in G.
TUTTE
Let us write G = H + K to denote that G is the union of two disjoint subgraphs H and K.
The two following identities can be deduced from (4):
for each link A of G. It can also be verified from (4) We shall not carry this part of the theory of dichromatic polynomials any further, since it is dealt with elsewhere, for example in [3] and [4] . The function z(G, x, y) of [4] is related to Q(G; x, y) as follows.
(21) (See Equations (18), (19), and (20) of [4] .)
Instead we shall look for other recursion formulae. For example we may write
QI(G) = 52 Q(GA'; x, y). (22)
AcE
We then have
) --r(G: S))XPO(G:Slyr(G:S), S~_E
by (1) and (2) . Given the polynomial Q(G; x, y) we can therefore obtain QI(G) by multiplying the coefficient of xiy 3 by
IEl-lvl+i-j,
for each i and j. In particular if Q(Ka ; x, y) is calculated from (15) and (16) we can find the dichromatic polynomial of a graph H a derived from Ka by deleting one edge. For then Q~(Ka) = 89 --1)Q(Ha; x, y).
Conversely if Q(GA'; x, y) is known for each A ~ E we can find QI(G).
We can then derive Q(G; x, y) by dividing the coefficient of each term xiy j by
1EI-IVI--j+i,
and then adding the extra term
XP~ r(G)
for which IEI-[ V I--j+i=0.
The relation between QI(G) and Q(G; x, y) can be formalized as follows.
Z Q(GA'; x, y)
AtE (23) 0 0 (]E] --] VI )
Q(G;x,y) + x_z-Q(G;x,y) -y-s--Q(G;x,y). OX oy
Other recursion formulae appear in the following sections.
NON-SEPARABLE GRAPHS
The cyclic elements, or blocks, of a non-null graph G are its maximal non-separable subgraphs. Any isolated vertex of G thus determines a cyclic element consisting of that vertex alone, without edges. Cyclic elements which are not of this degenerate kind have no isolated vertices of their own. They are reductions of G in the sense of Section 1.
It is shown in the theory of non-separable graphs that the following results hold:
(i) Each non-null graph is the union of its cyclic elements. (ii) Two distinct cyclic elements of a graph G have no common edge.
From these propositions and the maximality of cyclic elements we can deduce the following theorems. 
The only cyclic element of a non-null non-separable graph G is G itself.
If F c H c G and F is a cyclic element of G, then F is a cyclic element of H.
If F C H cO_ G and F is a cyclic element of H, then F is a subgraph of a cyclic element of G.
With each non-separable subgraph H of the given graph G we associate an indeterminate x H . We suppose the indeterminates corresponding to distinct non-separable subgraphs to be independent. For each subgraph K of G we define j(K) to be the product of the indeterminates xit over the non-degenerate cyclic elements H of K. If K has no non-degenerate cyclic element, that is, if K has no edge, we write j(K) = 1.
We define a function J(G) of G, a polynomial in the indeterminates xtt, as follows:
(24) S~_E
The substitution transforms j(G 9 S) into Xtt---~ t~(H) zr(H) tQ(a.8)z,.(a.8), and J(G) into R(G; t, z).
PROOF: For any finite graph K let us denote the number of cyclic elements by v(K), and the number containing a particular vertex a by fl(K, a). It is known that
a~V (K) where V(K) is the vertex-set of K. (See [2] .) This formula can evidently be rewritten as
po(K) = Z 1 + ] V(K) I --Z [ V(H) I, H 11
where H runs through the cyclic elements of K. Hence, by (2),
Now each edge of K belongs to exactly one cyclic element of K, by (i) and (ii). Hence, by (1), (2) , and (26) we have
H Putting K = G 9 S we deduce from (26), (27) , and the definition of j(G 9 S) that the substitution in question transforms j(G 9 S) into
to(G'S)zr(G'S).
The theorem now follows from (5) and (24).
In what follows we first develop a theory of the function J(G). We then use Theorem 6.4 to apply the theory to R(G; t, z). We always regard G as given. If K is a subgraph of G we define J(K) in the same way as J(G), but we postulate that each non-separable subgraph H of K corresponds to the same indeterminate xfx in the definition of J(K) as in that of J(G).
Let K and L be subgraphs of G having no common edge and at most one common vertex, Then J(K u L) = J(K)J(L).
PROOF: By (24) we have
where E(K) and E(L) are the edge-sets of K and L, respectively. Now the graph (K u L) 9 (S u T) is the union of K. S and L 9 T. We note that K 9 S and L 9 T have no common edge and at most one common vertex. Hence any non-separable subgraph of (K • L) 9 (Su T) must be a subgraph either of K 9 S or of L 9 T. Accordingly the non-degenerate cyclic elements of (K u L) 9 (S U T) are those of K. S together with those of L 9 T, by 6.2 and 6.3. We thus have
j((Ko L) 9 (S u T)) = j(K. S)j (L 9 T).
It follows that
TREE-MAPPINGS
In this section we suppose G to be non-separable, and to have at least one edge.
Let T be a directed tree. This means first that T is a finite tree, and then that for each edge of T one end is distinguished as positive and the other as negative. We say that an edge is directed from its negative end and to its positive end.
We require further that one vertex of T shall be distinguished as the root, and that each edge shall be directed toward the root in the sense that when the edge is deleted its positive end and the root of T shall be in the same component of the residual graph. We write V(T) and E(T) for the vertex-set and edge-set of T, respectively.
Suppose v e V(T). We define the in-valency In(v) as the number of edges of T directed to v. Similarly the out-valency Out(v) is the number of edges directed from v. Let w be the root of T. It can be shown from the definition of a directed tree that
Out ( 
We write/'(T) for the set of all vertices of T of zero in-valency. Consider a pair (T,f), where T is a directed tree with root w, andfis a mapping of V(T) into the set B of all non-separable subgraphs of G having at least one edge. We call (T,f) a tree-mapping of G if the following conditions are satisfied. (
ii) If v ~ V(T) andp and q are distinct vertices ofT(v), then f(p) =~f(q). (iii) If v e V(T)-I~(T), then U f(b)=f(v). beT(v)
We do not distinguish between isomorphic directed trees with the same root w, provided that w is invariant under the isomorphism.
A tree-mapping (T, f) of G is of Type Iif no vertex of T has in-valency 1. It is of Type H if In(w) > 1 and no vertex of T other than w has in-valency 1. It is easily verified that in each of these types there are only a finite number of tree-mappings of G with a given root w and a given value of I F(T) [ . Given a tree-mapping (T,f) of G we write
(31)
v~F(T)
We proceed to discuss the formal sum
taken over specified sets of tree-mappings (T,f) of G. We denote the sum by 2(G) if it is taken over all tree-mappings of Type I, and by/z(G) if it is taken over all tree-mappings of Type II. Both 2(G) and #(G) are well defined as formal power series in the indeterminates xit, for in each case only a finite number of tree-mappings can correspond to a particular product of indeterminates. If K ~ B we define 2(K) and/~(K) in the same way, taking each nonseparable subgraph of K to correspond to the same indeterminate as before. It is convenient to extend the definition to subgraphs K of G that are not in B. Accordingly we adopt the following convention.
Let K be a subgraph of G which is not in B. Then ,~(K) = 0 and #(K) = [I #(n), H
where H runs through the non-degenerate cyclic elements of K. A null product in (34) is taken as unity.
We go on to relate ;t and # to the functions j and J defined in Section 6.
Let K be any subgraph of G, and let B(K) be the class of all nonseparable subgraphs of K having at least one edge. Then
II (1--;L(H))~ ~ #(K.S).
H~B(K) S~-E(K)
PROOF : We have
where (T(L), f(L)) runs through the tree-mappings of L of Type I.
Given Z ~ B(K) we denote the union of the members of Z by U(Z). If Z is null we take U(Z) to be the null subgraph of K. In any case U(Z)
is a reduction K. S of K.
Given S ~ E(K) we write A(S) for the class of all subsets Z of B(K) such that U(Z) = K. S. Given Z c B(K) we write D(Z) for the class of all sets of [ Z I treemappings (T(L), f(L)) of Type I, one for each L ~ Z.
We may now rewrite the expression on the right of (35) as
Y, Z (--1) Izt ~,, H W(T(L), f(L)).
S~_E~K) ZeA(S) D(Z) LeZ
Consider the product in this formula.
II W(T(L), f (L)) LeZ
Each of the graphs L is contained in some non-degenerate cyclic element of K 9 S. If Q is a non-degenerate cyclic element of K 9 S let k(Q) denote the number of the graphs L such that L _~ Q. Evidently the union of these k(Q) graphs is Q.
The k(Q) tree-mappings (T(L),f(L)) such that L ___ Q can be combined into a single tree-mapping (T•, fQ) of Q in the following way. We may regard the directed trees T(L), L c Q, as the components of a directed forest. We add a new vertex q, and k(Q) new edges joining the roots of the trees T(L), L ~_ Q, to q. The resulting directed tree, with root q, is TQ. We make fQ agree with f(L) for the vertices of T(L) if L ~ Q,
and we putfQ(q) = Q. Clearly (TQ ,fQ) is a tree-mapping of Q of Type II. We note that
W(TQ ,fQ)= (--1)k(Q ) H W(T(L), f(L)), L~_Q
by (31). Hence
L Q
where Q runs through the non-degenerate cyclic elements of K. S.
Here the ] Z I tree-mappings (T(L), f(L)) relate to a single member of D(Z)
, and the tree-mappings (T e ,fe) are defined in terms of them. Suppose on the other hand that we are given a tree-mapping (TQ ,fQ) of Q of Type II for each Q. If we delete the roots and their incident edges in the trees TQ we can regard the components of the residual graphs, each taken with the mapping induced on it by the corresponding fQ, as the elements of a member of D(Z), for some Z ~ A(S). Moreover when the construction of the preceding section is applied to the members of D(Z) the tree-mappings (Tq ,fe) are recovered. We may therefore write
where the second summation is over all tree-mappings (TQ ,fQ) of Q of Type II, = Z H /z(Q),
Sc-B(K) Q
by the definition of #, by (34).
S~_E(K)
Let K be any subgraph of G. Then #(K) = j(K).
PROOf: Consider the series 2(G). There is only one tree-mapping (T,f) of G such that IE(T) I = 0, by (i), and it satisfies W(T,f)= --xG, by (31). It is of course of Type I.
The remaining tree-mappings of G of Type I are those of Type II, with the omission of those for which the in-valency of the root is 1.
The omitted tree-mappings are in 1-1 correspondence with the treemappings of G of Type I. Each is derived from its corresponding treemapping (T, f) of Type I by adding a new root and a new edge joining the old root to the new. The mapping f is extended to the new root so as to satisfy condition (i). Hence the contribution to #(G) of the omitted terms is --2(G), by (31).
We deduce that (37)
K 9 E(K) is of course the graph obtained from K by deleting its isolated vertices. If K has no isolated vertices, then K 9 E(K) is K.
PROOF: Formula (37) follows from (24), with the help of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3.
To prove (38) we denote its right-hand side by Y. We then have
Y= II
S~_E(K)
by (33) and (37),
= H TEE(K)
where tT_Hs (1-2(K. T))} i~s),
7(T) = Z i(S) S and S in this formula runs through those subsets of E(K) which contain T. Writing m = [ E(K) --S[ we have ,E(K,-T, ([ E(K) _ TI) (_ I)m"
~,(T) = Z m=0 m
Thus y(T) = 1 if T = E(K), and y(T) = 0 if T is a proper subset of E(K). Hence Y = 1 --2(K. E(K))
, and the proof is complete.
Consider the product x = II (xz) "~m,
HeB
where n(H) is a non-negative integer for each H. We define the coboundary rank 9(X) of X as follows.
o(X) = Y~ n(H)p(H). (39)
Ite B
We go on to discuss the coboundary ranks of those products X which occur with non-zero coefficients in the series 2(G). Clearly /'1 is true. Assume that P3" is true for some j satisfying 1 < j < k. We have
It may happen that Hi+ 1 includes two distinct vertices of some component C of Kj. In this case p(Ks+x) < ~(K~) + ~(Hj+I), by (2), Moreover either Hj.+I has an edge in common with some Hi c C, where 1 < i < j, or it is a proper subgraph of some non-separable subgraph N of C • Hj+~ obtained by adjoining to Hi+ 1 an arc in C whose ends are vertices of Hj.+I 9 Hence the graphs Hi, 1 < i < j q-1, cannot be the cyclic elements of K~+I, by 6 (ii) and the maximality of cyclic elements. Thus P~+I holds in this case.
In the remaining case no component of K 3. has more than one vertex in common with H~+I. We then have
We note that K a. and Hj+I have no edge in common. For any common edge A would be a loop, and so could belong to no non-separable subgraph of K other than K. {A }. It could therefore belong to only one of the graphs Hi, (1 < i < k), and this is contrary to its definition. Moreover any non-separable subgraph of K~+a must be a subgraph either of K~ or of Hs+a. Hence the cyclic elements of K3+ 1 are those of K 3 together with Ha.+ a . Hence P~+I follows from P~ and (40).
We have shown that P~ implies Ps+a whenever 1 < j < k. Since P1 is true it follows that Pk is true. But Pk is the theorem to be proved.
The coefficient of x G in 2(G) is --1. Every other product of indeterminates with a non-zero coefficient in 2(G) has a coboundary rank exceeding o(G).
PROOF: There is just one tree-mapping (T,f) of G such that ] E(T) ] --= O.
It is of Type I and contributes a term --x a to 2(G), as we saw in the proof of 7.3.
In every other tree-mapping (T, f) of G of Type I there is at least one vertex v of T such that In(v) > 1. For each such vertex v we have
ueT (v) by 7.5 and condition 7(iii). We deduce that
O{ IX X1(u)} > 9(f (w)) = ~(G), ueF(T)
where w is the root of T. The theorem now follows from (31) and the definition of 2.
We can regard (37) as a recursion formula for the polynomial J(K) is then determined by (37) or its inverse (38).
IfKis separable we can of course find J(K) by using 6.5, and 2(K) = 0 by (33).
8. VERTEX-GENERATED SUBGRAPHS Let G be any graph.
We now make the substitution of 6.4, thereby converting J(G) into the rank-polynomial R(G; t, z), and 1 --2(G) into a power series in t and z which we denote by g(G; t, z).
We continue to denote the class of non-separable subgraphs of G having at least one edge by B. By (33) and (37) we have 
g(G; t, z) -~ 1 if G is separable or edgeless,
R(G; t, z) = II g(K; t, z).
(42)
K~ B
If G is non-separable then in g(G; t, z) the constant term is 1, the only term of degree ~(G) in t is tQ(a)z r(a), and every other term with a non-zero coefficient is of degree > ~(G) in t (by 7.6).
From now on we regard t and z as complex variables. We note that, if a constant is substituted for one of them, then the series has a non-zero radius of convergence with respect to the other, by (38). is the product of the rank-polynomials of the cyclic elements of G, by 6.4
and 6.5, and h(G; t, z) ----1, by (44).
If in (45) we confine our attention to the terms whose degree in t is less than 9(G), we can replace the factor h(G; t, z) by 1, by 8.2. Accordingly we can use (45) to calculate the terms of R(G; t, z) of degree less than 9(G) in t. The remaining terms of R(G; t, z) are all of degree 9(G) in t. They can be determined by using the identity (9). When R(G; t, z) is known we can find h(G; t, z) from (45), or from an inverse formula analogous to (38). We then know the numbers mk(V), and in particular the number of Hamiltonian polygons of G. The question arises as to whether the above method of recursion could ever be used conveniently in practice. It would certainly be feasible for the complete graphs, in which all the vertex-generated subgraphs with a given number of vertices are isomorphic. But for the complete graphs it is better to use (15) and (16).
CHROMATIC ROOTS
In this section we consider the "chromatic polynomial" P(G, n) defined in Section 2.
We assume that G has no loop since otherwise P(G, n) must be identically zero. We also assume that no two vertices of G are joined by more than one edge. For if two vertices are so joined the deletion of one of the joining edges does not affect P(G, n). We express these restrictions by saying that G is assumed to be simple.
Since P(G, n) is a polynomial in n it can be factorized as
where a is a non-negative integer and the al are non-zero complex numbers. We refer to the a~ as the chromatic roots of G.
If some a 3 is an integer ~ 1, then aj --1 is also a chromatic root of G. This is because an n-coloring of G, as defined in Section 2, can also be interpreted as an (n q-1)-coloring. It is known that the coefficients of the powers of n in P(G, n) alternate in sign. This can be proved inductively using (8) and (19). Hence no chromatic root of G is negative. A table showing all the non-obvious chromatic roots of the truncated icosahedron has recently been published [1] .
Let us consider the real numbers 
Let F denote an isomorphism class of simple non-separable graphs. It is convenient to write Q(F) = ~(K) and
h(F; t, z) = h(K; t, z),
where K is an arbitrary member of F. We write O(G, F) for the number of vertex-generated subgraphs of G belonging to F.
Am(G) can be expressed as a linear form in those quantities O(G, F) for which ~(F) ~ m, with coefficients independent of G.
PROOV: Using (6) and (8) we find 
by (44). We deduce from (47) that Am(G ) is expressible as a linear form in the quantities O (G, F) , the coefficient of O(G, F) being the coefficient of t m in log h(F; t, --1), multiplied by (--1) m+l m. Thus the coefficient of O(G, F) is a rational number independent of G. We complete the proof by applying 8.2.
The behavior of Am(G) as m ~ ~ is of interest since the effect of the chromatic roots of maximum absolute value is predominant. Equation (47) suggests that information about these roots might be obtained by investigating the radius of convergence of log h(G; t,-1), where h(G; t, --1) is defined in terms of tree-mappings.
